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Agree to partly recall land in Fanling Golf Course
Recently, HK Government accepted the recommended proposal for the
scheme that, to “partly” recall land in Fanling Golf Course, on housing
construction I do really, agree with it!
The plan is, to recall back of the land lease in the eastern, smaller part of
the golf course, for building public estate. As for larger western part will
retained be for golf play.
In fact, the Fanling Golf Course is where a 2 lanes’ roadway Fan Kam
Road passes amid to separate its eastern (smaller, mainly warm-up use) &,
western portions! Even if, NIL recall on the land of the golf course, (i.e. be
whole golf course land retained) the ball must be “out of site” when at nearby
Fan Kam Road. Macroscopically, in HK there are really have other sites as
alternative, for fans to play golf. Such as in New Territories-East where Fanling
Golf Course situated therein, another Clearwater Bay Golf Course exists even
smaller while, be still a Formal one for it! Roadway can directly link with there &
people can easily arrive by cars. Moreover, in NT-West once more larger
Discovery Bay Golf Course exists. Where be roadway connection also
reached to there, via Tsing Ma Bridge, & Discovery Bay Tunnel maybe for
people who ride in cars, besides 2 more golf courses in Deep Way Bay (venue
of HK Golf Club) &, larger one in Shek O of Hong Kong-Island.
And it can be expected, if there will be built public housings in that eastern
smaller part of the Fanling Golf Course, those residences will be so close to
the (western) remained golf course beside. Their glass windows will be easily
hit & even broken by the golf ball? ,,,,,, Thus, certain tall net-fence shall be built
along the border of Fan Kam Road probably as barrier, so to rather entirely
avoid occurrence of respective risk problem!
Now, administration of Mrs. Carrie LAM Chief Executive of HKSAR Govt.
really, meet difficulty on finding site to construct public housings for alleviating
domestic residential problems! Deeply hope, whoever how “aristocratic” you as
wealthy tycoon alike with fond of playing golf, for issue of just “partially” recall
of the land lease in (smaller eastern park of) Fanling Golf Course for,
constructing Public Estate, while still larger western course of it can be
retained, ought the plan NOT to be blindly objected as rigidity!
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